
Hobbs/Neustetter Depth Threats 

       

Ancient unwritten Norwegian; laws protecting free public access to sea and sky and such topographical 
features as ‘woods, fields, mountains, rivers, lakes and skerries, irrespective of who owns them’, comes 
across as utopian fantasy to Johannesburg, city-bound cultural producers Hobbs/Neustetter, and 
resultantly presents a challenge to the duo to develop a project that interrogates and intervenes, through 
an experiential approach to this notion of public rights and freedom to traverse land and sea. 

Hobbs/Neustetter’s approach was developed in two parts, the first involving navigating and camping on a 
number of islands in the Austevoll region - southwest of Bergen and the second part, a translation of this 
experience into the gallery space of Stieftelsen, 314, Bergen. 

The immersive nature of Part 1 (of the project) was at particular odds with Part 2, and this will be 
unpacked later on, but it is necessary to mention here, that Hobbs/Neustetter were perhaps not quite as 
prepared as imagined for a critical reading of this ‘right to access’ in so far as; mapping the seas, locating 
camps sites, preparing meals and general play - offers a seduction all of its own. 

 

Part 1. 

The artists sustained pre-occupation with their own encounters of inclusion and exclusion within their 
own city, Johannesburg, heightened for example by the transformation of their original birth places in 
Hillbrow into sub-Saharan immigrant ghetto’s, for example, has brought about a curiosity in their 
collaborations and methods, where immersive, interactive and social mapping processes are employed to 
test the boundaries of unfamiliar or transformed territories with a view to making connections. Hence the 
invitation to participate in a group exhibition in Bergen, throws up these very concerns.  



Bergen, Norway - represents a completely antithetical social and political framework in comparison to the 
artists more common experiences on the continent of Africa for example and in South Africa. Hence their 
strategy was to naively ‘self-orientate’ within this group of islands, with the assumption that boating,  

       

docking, siting, camping, walking, tracking and encountering in ‘public space’ would bring about a more 
refined understanding of the ‘ancient unwritten rights in Norway’ and of their related spatial practices in 
South Africa.  

Hobbs/Neustetter’s 6 day exploration of the Islands of Austevoll, were initially shrouded by a 
concentration on reading visible and submerged land masses in relation to maps and tidal movements, 
complimented by a search for viable camp sites, monitoring of petrol levels and the proximity to petrol 
stations and food supplies. The gradual mastering of these functions and management of necessities 
created space for a kind of intoxicating play, in a unique experience of water and land. 

On the artists second day of camping on the Island of Bekkjarvik, they were confronted while docking, by 
a very mild Norwegian, Lars, who from is expensive yacht, dressed in yellow oil skins and sipping a fresh 
coffee, said hello and questioned their actions. Upon explanation he retorted: 

”… so, we are witnessing your performance.”     

Momentarily this comment forced the artists to consider their actions which to date had been happening 
in relative isolation.  

In addition to Lars’ comment, the artists are further perplexed by an encounter the following morning, 
upon waking; a group of strident islanders on their regular walk, are irritated that the artists have set up 
camp in the middle of a small path, thus causing an obstruction. With no site of inhabitants for hundreds 
of meters and placing of their tent on a designated camp site, the artists are amused and confused.   



 

  

Reflection on these incidents forces an evolving self consciousness – throwing up issues of ownership, 
territory and surveillance, to the extent that so called free access in contemporary terms, in fact requires 
particular awareness’s and negotiations around visible and invisible boundaries where common sense is 
at times at odds with the culture of the place. 

To this extent, the artist’s awareness of their bodies in/on water, on land, prompted a number of 
orientational way finding experiments: 

• Walks on the islands tracking private property boundaries 
• Google Maps live tracking drawings to I-Phone, conducted on land and water, 
• Long exposure tent drawings 
• Boat mapping collages 

These experiments motivated as much by play as by a method of reasoning within vast open spaces, 
serve as an archive of actions from which Hobbs/Neustetter can compare and relate other ephemeral, 
performative drawing and mapping techniques from previous projects, but also serves as a record for 
part 2 where a potentially more formal exhibition ‘product’ is to be produced. 



 

Part 2. 

Six days away from Bergen, away from anywhere in particular, required a 24 hour ‘decompression’ in so  

     

 

far as the artists on return experienced a strange degree of disorientation and to this end set up tent in 
their studio, looking out onto the harbor, in an effort to contain themselves and their recent experiences.  

With the Baroque period ‘bank’ architecture of the Gallery at the back of their minds, their return 
required a sifting, distilling, and packing of ideas and interactions which in effect remained in memory and 
in Austevoll. In addition, the anticipation of an audience’s consumption of such a site-specific 
engagement with place presented the challenge of translation where experience is given form for the 
benefit of an audience.  

Following an intensive feedback session to the curators, guests and friends, the artists direction was to 
simulate - for the viewer - in the gallery, a number of cognitive equivalents for the mapping experience in 
Austevoll, and to this end the artists re-orientated the viewers access to the gallery by producing a 



makeshift obstacle course, from storeroom partition stock, where a ‘pretend’ landscape was assembled 
up the steps and into the gallery doorway. A combination of selective lighting, inserted mirrors and multi 
layering, manipulated one’s perception of depth, contours and distance, to the extent that momentarily 
the viewer is faced with a number of decisions based on disorientation, in order to get to the top. 

      

In the case of many projects where the outcome is informed by an experiential component, there is a 
tension between documentation as the stand-in for the experience, the artists sense is that a decision to 
foreground documentation in an installation lies somewhere between sentimentality and 
meaninglessness in so far as the experience was more or less confined to their collaboration on all 
aspects of the ‘voyage’. 

In this sense the installation in the gallery, accompanied by a short text forces the viewer to project, 
imagine and contemplate said experiences. 

END. 


